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I wouldn't think so. I think this means. This is a general expression,

that suffering he has. I think it throwsff but the figure is taken from that

part of it. M,/ 4eIe/i e4l4 *L%h/ We are healed through what he suffered.

just through the fact that he had suffered. a (9.25) The

suffering he took in bur behalf. The reference to the stripes suggests

the suffering as a hole. His suffering redeemed us. By his stripes we are

healed, All we like 4, sheep have go ne astray: we have turned every one to his

own way;(and the Lord bath laid on him the intwuity of us all.) Here is the

people who have previously been described here for their incredulity, and now
who have seen see

described for praise, and most people %/'X/id/look back and how
how blind they have been. except that now how the lord

9.20 foolish they have been. has opened their eyes.

Now they see Mr. Sadiq? Or peace, yes, they are wellbeing. The

word peace in Hebrew is not simply succession of prosperity, but it is the

establishment of a through& good condition, or wellbeing. Yes, in everything.
road

in God's eyes, in the first place, but the fact that we are on the way to

heaven he says to hell, in fact we are improving instead of getting worse.
the

The fact that we have/eternal life, all this makes life worthwhile, is the
chastisement

result of his J$W%(%y what he did in order to accomplish, in order

to bring it to us. This word, chastity here is which means
to

discipline, struggle, effort, suffering. The piiverb says see-zan/mou-ssan
is

i,sometimes %Ø translated destruction, that which
and

you struggle, suffer, in order to accomplish, in order to bring it to us. This

word chastity here is which means discipline, srugg1e, effort,
mou-s sar

suffering. The proverb says, (see-zan-to-u-ssar).
instruction

It's sometimes translated destruction, which means that which you struggle,

and sufferg' in order accomplish, I often translated self-discipline. Of
for us L

course in this connection, he went into, he voluntarily for us.
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